The existing grid generation package GRIDGEN for projectile aerodynamics problems has been modified for an additional option to provide grid systems with adaptive boundary grid points. An improvement on hyperbolic grid generation is also made for more accurate finite-difference computations. The modifications made to GRIDGEN have been discussed and documented. The resulting package of computer programs named ADAPTGD has been tested successfully for generating a number of two-dimensional grid networks for a projectile.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the field of computational mechanics it is well known that the accuracy of finite-difference approximations depends on the fineness of the grid system; moreover, the accuracy of solutions also depends upon the resolution of solution gradients. For use of a uniform grid system the local truncation error in the difference approximation to derivatives can be the largest at the location where the solution gradient is the largest. Hence, one can expect to obtain greater overall accuracy for the solution if more grid points are concentrated at places where the solution gradient is very large.
For a transonic viscous flow past a slender projectile with sting, the variation of the solution characteristics in the direction normal to the body surface is somewhat predictable qualitatively for most of the flow region; consequently, a rather well-suited grid size distribution in the normal direction can be predetermined and fixed. However, the solution characteristics of a transonic flow problem in the streamwise direction are more complex; the location of nearly normal shocks changes with the value of free-stream Mach number as well as with the number of iterations used in the process of convergence.
It is known that in association with the formation of shock waves there exist extremely steep solution gradients. Therefore, a proper distribution of the boundary grid points can be very crucial to the accuracy of the computed forces acting on the projectile in transonic flows.
For an axisymmetric flow, the grid system generation code available at BRL can provide a good grid network for the transonic flow problem if the boundary grid points are properly generated.
Presently, the boundary points required for the grid generation are specified and clustered in accordance with the user's intuition and experience; the resulting grid systems have provided accurate results for a number of different flow conditions. It seems, however, that the accuracy and efficiency of the solution method can be further improved if the boundary grid points required for grid generation are adaptively determined according to a relevant solution gradient distribution along the body surface. Moreover, for certain flow problems, the development of an adaptive boundary grid point generation is essential for improving the overall accuracy of solutions, for the maximum number of boundary points allowable in numerical simulation is often limited by the capacity of an existing computer system.
The objective of this development is to modify the existing grid generation code GRIDGEN so that the user will have an option to generate the boundary grid points adaptive to an input control function.
The resulting grid generation code named ADAPTGD has been tested successfully.
II. IMPLEMENTATION TO GRIDGEN
In modifying GRIDGEN for adaptive boundary grid point generation, efforts have been made to minimize the changes. In fact, only insertions of executable statements are made to GRIDGEN; consequently, the resulting grid generation code ADAPTGD will make a number of unnecessary computations in the process of redistributing the boundary grid points.
A substantial modification not related to the adaptive boundary grid generation has been made to subroutine RHS {-) so that the resulting hyperbolic grid system exhibits more desirable characteristics for finite-difference computations. The modifications made to GRIDGEN and the relevant information required for using ADAPTGD are described and discussed in the following sections.
A. Input Data
In order to run the grid generation code ADAPTGD, the user must provide two data cards in addition to the regular input data file for GRIDGEN at the very beginning of the input data file. The data cards provide information and instruction for the redistribution of boundary grid points.
Definition and comments for the input data can be found in the first part of the program MAIN in ADAPTGD. A listing is provided in Appendix A.
B. Program MAIN
Only insertions of executable statements have been made to the program MAIN of GRIDGEN.
The first two executable statements now read the two additional input data cards.
The program then continues as before to generate inner boundary grid points by calling appropriate subroutines.
However, the generated boundary grid points will be overridden if the user calls for an adaptive boundary grid point generation.
In order to generate adaptive boundary grid points, a tape or file F0R007 which contains the grid points to be redistributed as well as the control function (e.g., pressure) at grid points must be provided.
The tape F0R007 must be written in the format where XX(J) and YY(J) are the coordinates of Jth grid point on the inner boundary, while XS(J) and YS(J) are those of the outer boundary. FF(J) is the value of the control function (e.g., computed pressure on the body) at Jth node.
The redistribution of the inner boundary grid points and the outer boundary grid points are determined according to a linear function of the gradient of FF(J) by calling the subroutine HADAPT (-). which is described in Section III.
Note that the same control function is used for both inner and outer boundary grid points redistribution.
C. Subroutine OUTER (---)
In GRIDGEN the subroutine OUTER is called upon to generate outer boundary grid points for elliptic grid generation.
If adaptive boundary grid points are called for a grid generation, then the call for subroutine OUTER can be avoided.
In order to maintain the versatility of ADAPTGD to reproduce the capability of GRIDGEN as well as to maintain the format of input data file used in GRIDGEN, the call for subroutine OUTER by subroutine ELPGRD has not been modified; however, if an adaptive boundary grid point distribution is called for a grid generation, then the final computation for XS(J) and YS (J) in subroutine OUTER is bypassed.
Hence, the adaptive outer boundary grid points generated earlier are intact for an elliptic grid generation. Only one COMMON statement and one IF statement have been added to the original subroutine OUTER.
III. SUBROUTINE HADAPT (F, X, Y, JI, JE)
The subroutine HADAPT (--) is developed for the redistribution of nodal points (X(J), Y(J)) on a segment of curve (e.g., inner or outer boundary) between nodes JI and JE according to the characteristics of an input control function F(J) along the curve. The redistribution of the nodal points can be iterated for INO times; the iteration is desirable if the discrete value of the control function is used for determining the new nodal point distribution.
Consequently, an interpolation function subprogram ATKN (-) has been called by subroutine HADAPT to provide more accurate values for F(J) at the new location.
Note that INO = 3 has been set in the current version of subroutine HADAPT, which has been found by a number of numerical experiments to be a good choice.
The theoretical background for the Subroutine HADAPT {---) is briefly given in the following.
Let s be the distance measured along a curve in xyplane.
Assume that a segment of the curve is divided into n elements with node at s-j or (x-j, y^-) for i = 1, 2 n+1. Suppose that f(s) is the control function for element size distribution on the segment, in the sense that higher resolutions are required for higher gradient of f(s). It is then assumed in Subroutine HADAPT {---) that the element size must be inversely proportional to a linear function of -r-for an adaptive nodal point distribution. Therefore, one has
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where a is the proportional constant and g is the weight parameter for the gradient of control function f(s).
The proportional constant a is determined by equating the sum of n elements to the total segment length. Hence, one obtains "= (Vl-^I^/.VJ (2)
With the input data f^ = f(Si) and (x^, y^) at nodes, the gradient of f(s) for a given element As. can be approximated by
The value for 3 = BW can be selected by the user. It is clear that a constant element size distribution will result if one chooses to set 3 = BW = 0. It is mentioned in passing that the ratio of the largest element to the smallest element increases with increasing value of 3. A value of 3 ->■ BW = 5.0 has been set in the current version of the program. Note that higher resolutions for the highest gradient region can be achieved by taking a larger value of 3, but then poor resolutions will result in the smallest gradient region if the number of nodal points on the line segment of interest is fixed.
The function subprogram ATKN (-) called by Subroutine HADAPT (---) is a general purpose interpolation program for one-dimensional problems.
Both subprograms HADAPT (---) and ATKN (---) which are placed at the end of ADAPTGD package are also given in Appendix A for reference.
IV. OTHER MODIFICATION TO GRIDGEN
The hyperbolic grid network generated from GRIDGEN for a projectile has some undesirable characteristics in the region upstream of the nose.
For example. Figure 1 shows rather large grid sizes upstream of a projectile nose and, consequently, poor orthogonal characteristics at the line of symmetry result.
The objective of this modification is then to reduce the size of those large grids as well as to improve their orthogonal property at the line of symmetry.
In GRIDGEN the subroutine RHS ( -) is called upon by subroutine HYPGRD (---) to provide the right-hand side of the reduced finite difference equations for hyperbolic grid generation.
The subroutine RHS (-) has been modified, after a number of numerical experiments, by introducing a weight function for controlling the area of the grid network. With the same input data of Figure  1 , the modified GRIDGEN produces a hyperbolic grid network shown in Figure  2 .
It is clear that the modified subroutine RHS (-) does give a more desirable hyperbolic grid network for projectile aerodynamics computations.
V. GRID NETWORK GENERATED BY ADAPTGD PACKAGE
The modified GRIDGEN named ADAPTGD has been tested successfully for generating a number of two-dimensional grid networks for a projectile.
In these numerical experiments the same tape file F0R007, which is given in Table 1 , for controlling the boundary grid point distribution has been employed. The control function FF(J) used is the discrete value of a computed pressure coefficient distribution on a projectile and the size of grid network chosen is 60 by 28. Two of the grid networks generated are presented and discussed briefly in the following.
An elliptic grid network generated with the adaptive boundary grid points is shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) .
The input data used for the grid system are given in Table 2 . Recall that only the first two lines of the data file are new to the data file for GRIDGEN. In the first line the first integer "1" implies that adaptive boundary grid points are called for the grid network generation while the second integer "4" indicates that there are four segments of boundary grid points with segment end points fixed to be redistributed. The starting point and the ending point of each segments selected for redistribution are specified in the second line of the input data file. As indicated in the input data file, the first four boundary points from the nose of the projectile have not been moved; it shows that the user can choose rather arbitrarily any segments of boundary points for redistribution.
The same input data have also been employed to generate a hyperbolic grid network with adaptive boundary points; the resulting grid network is given in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) for reference.
The comparison of Figure 4 (b) against Figure 3(b) shows clearly that the hyperbolic network has better overall orthogonality characteristics which can be advantageous to the accuracy of solutions to be obtained in the transformed space.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The modification of GRIDGEN for generating grid networks with adaptive boundary grid points specified has been described.
The resulting package of computer programs named ADAPTGD has been tested successfully for twodimensional straight ray grid systems, elliptic grid systems and hyperbolic grid systems.
It should be pointed out again that in ADAPTGD the same input control function has been employed to redistribute the inner boundary points as well as the outer boundary points for generating an elliptic grid network.
The modification made to subroutine RHS (-) for a hyperbolic grid generation seems to have made the hyperbolic grid network competitive to the elliptic grid network.
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